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GULPx

With 14+ million inhabitants, Guangzhou,

South China, is one of the fastest expanding
megacities of the world. Urban planning here

faces a series of high-level challenges such as
rapid demographic growth, high mobility
system development and severe pollution that

require to take into consideration environmental
parameters for ensuring decent and sustainable
living conditions in the long term for all
population segments.

广州
Guangzhou
Canton

Our idea for employing technology for the benefit
of the city and its citizens is an informative tool
measuring the Green Urban Landscape Proximity
Index and communicating it in a practical, useful

and extensive way. GULPx is the product of our

living experience in China and the combination of
our education backgrounds: Architecture & Urban
Planning and Environmental Sciences Education.
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GULPx

The GULP Index

We created the Green Urban Landscape
Proximity Index as an indicator of “greenness”
of a given place calculated by merging
together a set of parameters such as:

 Proximity to green areas 
(including playgrounds, gardens and parks)

 Proximity to recreational areas and outdoor 
sport facilities (including cycling routes and 
open air gym grounds)

 Proximity to water fronts

Our proximity value is measured in minutes on foot

according to an average walking speed of 4km/hour
and based on available mapping technology like
GoogleMaps and Baidu. Thanks to its software, GULPx
selects and processes the multiple components from a

30km radius map and assigns any given location a

value between 0 and 100%. High Index values
correspond to good living conditions, while low values
indicate that local planning can be improved.
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GULPx

A good city design requires that buildings and
infrastructures are integrated and connected to
green areas for recreation, physical activities
and landscape purposes. An ideal planning
would include a local neighborhood park (small
green area or playground) within 3 to 5 min
walking, a city park (approximately 2.5 acres)
within 15 min on foot and a regional park
located no more than 40 min by public
transport from any given spot in the city.

Because the GULPx is not only an indicator of good
urban planning, but it is also intended to draw
attention to the presence and use of local resources,
we added water fronts (rivers and lakes) as an
additional element measuring the greenness of a
place.
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Closest regional park and lake body

Luhu Lake

25 min

Closest river bank

Pearl River

43 min

Closest city park

72 Martyrs’ Memorial Park

13 min

Closest playground and outdoor gym area

Taojin Square

5 min

How it works

GULPx

The program calculates routes from a selected
location to green sites and converts them into
walking distances….

…and returns a GULPx value.

In this case 65%
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Why GULPx

When we first moved to Guangzhou, we found
exciting but also quite challenging to discover
the city because of its huge extension, the
great diversity of each area and the apparently
chaotic urban planning. Being close to a green
area was a priority when we started looking for
a place to rent, specially because Guangzhou is
a densely inhabited, highly polluted city with
constant traffic congestion. This brought us to
explore in depth a variety of districts and to
learn that green areas can really make a
difference in such a big urban conglomeration.

It is possible, for example,
to live and enjoy outdoor
life right next to a 4-storey
motorway without being
disturbed by the traffic
noise thanks to a thick
green tunnel where
hundreds of people go for
relaxing every day, or to
walk under major

elevated highways
almost without
noticing them
thanks to the
smart use of green
coverage.
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GULPx

GULPx is a tool for the citizens to:

Verify the greenness of their location (their 
home, their workplace or an occasional 
spot)
Explore their city and compare their familiar 
locations with others
Find ideal areas when looking for properties 
to rent or to purchase
Improve the use and enjoyment of the city 
by discovering new green areas and being 
encouraged to the local environment
Empower outdoor activities for different 
occasions: daily sport, weekend leisure
Familiarize with local urban planning and get 
involved in demanding greener living 
conditions
Learn about local urban plans – an 
important feature in a rapidly changing 
urban scenario
Reconsider and appreciate new areas made 
available thanks to the use of “smart city 
green”
Gain deeper awareness over local natural 
resources
Spread, support and share a more 
sustainable and healthier urban life style
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GULPx

The basic functioning of GULPx consists in
displaying a map overlapping existing mapping
data (GoogleMaps or Baidu) where the users are
able to select a location – either by inserting the
exact position or by activating location services –
and calculating a GULPx value for the given
location. The system is also able to collect the

calculated values in a database and to show

them as an interactive network on the map so

that viewers can have an immediate visual
distribution of the greener areas of the city.

Implementation

In order to strengthen the application and effectiveness
of the GULPx, we included a number of additional
interactive features (to be developed through

crowdsourcing and filtered by a team of moderators):
 Collection of green areas locations by the users –

particularly useful to identify smaller green spots that
are not covered by larger mapping databases

 Brief descriptions (location, size, facilities) of each
green area through reviews and ratings of the users

 Notification by the users of areas in

need of green improvement

 Participation in local
administration planning
opinion polls for selecting
locations to improve and
revisions to apply
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Dissemination
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GULPx will be available through 2 main channels:

1. A mobile application
2. Education boards placed in strategic spots 

in the city for those who don’t have mobile 
devices equipped with Internet services and 
for promoting the tool to 
everybody

The application will select the
location through the mobile GPS service or
manual selection (by clicking “Set location”),
and automatically calculate the GULPx Index.
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9 In addition to calculating the GULP Index of
different locations, mobile users will also be

able to browse the planned or proposed
green developments of the city by
selecting the “Look around” option and to
interact with them by sending a message with
the “Contribute” function.

If no plans are available for a given area, users
are still able to send their own suggestions for
developments: they will be collected and
categorized by the GULPx staff for proposing
new projects to the city authorities of starting

discussion threads for exploring the needs of
the citizens.
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Unlike traditional boards, the GULPx

education boards will provide not only

order to draw attention to their role. While in most cases the
boards will display static information integrated with other
useful data on the spot (connections, landmarks..) and
references to the GULPx idea, wherever possible they will
include options for interaction and variations.

specific information about the
locations where they are placed but
also an evaluation expressed in the
terms of the GULP Index and a brief
explanation of its purposes.

The boards can be
integrated in the larger
city communication
campaign for
environmental
protection and they will
be located in highly
frequented places and
in the proximity of less
known green areas in
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Perspectives for development

The success and diffusion of a tool such as the
GULP Index depends not only on its
effectiveness but also on its ability to

improve, incorporate the suggestions and
contributions of the users, and gradually
develop to enrich its offer. For this reason we
designed a basic version of GULPx and also
started to list new options for further
developments. Some of these are:

 Inclusion of other useful
indicators to integrate
the evaluation of
“greenness” of an areas
(air quality index, water
quality index..)

 Addition of disaster preparedness
evaluation (an option calculating the vulnerability
to extreme weather events given the location,
altitude, surrounding elements and time of the
year) and alert system (notifications activated in
case of emergency indicating the category of
risk, the closest shelter and relief center and
suggested precautions)

 Possibility of setting community goals for
demanding, maintaining and using green areas

 Extension of GULPx to other Chinese and non-
Chinese cities
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Jànos is from Hungary.
He studied Architecture
and Urban Planning in
Moscow. He is interested
in new technologies and
smart design. For his thesis
he designed an Air- and
Spaceport Terminal that
was recognized as the best
thesis work of 2013.

Ilaria is from Italy.
She is specialized in
Environmental Education
and is the author of a
recent research paper on
Climate Communication in
China. Since 2011 she
works as project tutor in
the field of water resource
management.
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